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phrase!

There's not enough time for many members of the 
Texas Society of Architects to read their mail, to 
attend meetings, to .serve on committees, to attend 
a convention or a seminar.
Th( re’s not enough time to answer a letter.

There's not enough time to put a little something 
hack.

In my humble opinion those “who cannot find time 
enough are being cheated out of some marvelous 
experiences. There’s an enrichment of life that 
not he placed on a monetary .'scale.

Let’s find time enough to say “Thank V 
find time enough to he doers and not makers of 
excuses.
Let’s find time enough to render more than 
adequate service and in this manner help the entire 
profession.
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Flato Pavilion 
Kingsville

Taniguchi and Croft Architects

THE

COASTAL BEND
REVOLUTION

A revolution is sweeping Texas. Spawned by her treas- 
in natural resource together with labor abundanceures

and favorable climates. Texas is riding the crest of an 
economic boom dwarfing even the last decade’s most
optimistic forecasts. The influence of the space age, 
chored on one end by the .\.ASA complex at Houston and 

the other by the giant aviation interests of the Dallas- 
Ft. Worth area, is being manifested throughout Texas in 

and exciting spirit of exploration and discovery.

an

on

a new
The resulting impact upon Texas culture is loosening the 
bonds of tradition and convention. Broad new horizons 

bring probed by the daring and resourceful in every 
cultural and scientific field. Those w'ho will mold and 
shape the patterns of the future are finding new inspira
tion in the ‘Texas Revolution”.

are
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Perhaps no place are the results of this revolution more 
evident than along the state’s Coastal Bend. On its sky

line, almost every city in the area finds a new and unique 
building shape developed out of complex geometry wed

ded with the plastic potential of reinforced concrete. 

These shapes and their names—hyperbolic paraboloid, 

barrel vaults, domes, folded Hates—had been familiar 

only to the architects and engineer. Yet now, up and 

down the coast, they have become familiar sights.

Why? Why look for new shapes or new ways to use old 

materials?

The architect’s job is many-faceted, yet simply put, it is 

the solution of a myriad of complex problems of func

tion, beauty, and economy to create space for people to

Why?”-to find 

better solutions to these problems. The architects who 

have employed these shapes have done so on sound 

grounds—they better solved some particular space prob

lem. Frequently they are used to achieve very long clear 

spans and freedom of planning and function, to create 

needed exterior volume, to dramatize a site or situation, 

or to meet a demanding budget.

And this gives us an answer touse.

Los Fresnos High School

Los Fresnos

Bowman, Swanson and Htester 

Architects

These shapes fall generally into a broad category of

structural designation: thin shells. Shells derive their

strength and economy from an easily understandable 

principle: form is an important factor in the development 

of strength. For instance, lift a flat sheet of paper by 

one edge and it will hang limply from your fingers.

However, roll it into a half circle and it can be lifted

by the one edge and support itself. Or fold it accordion

like and the same thing happens. This principle applied 

to buildings produces enormous roof spans from rein

forced concrete which may be as little as 2^^” thick. 

The reduced weight of this roof structure may then allow 

economies throughout the building structural system. 

Indeed, the shape itself may literally eliminate other 

structural components.

Photographs: B. N. Banister
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Flour Bluff National Bank 

Corpus Christ!

William Stalter 

Architect

Cooklj Junior High 

Harlingen

Bowman^ Suanson and Hiester 

A rchitects

1
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The Doctors* Square 

Corpus Christi

jack Turner 

Architect

Though not exclusive in its use of thin shell structures, 

the Coastal Bend seems certainly to have employed these 

shapes more than other areas. Why here? How has it 

been possible? Usually new shapes and techniques meet 

heavy resistance from almost every quarter. Owners are 

not familiar with their appearance and may not per

ceive their beauty—they are certainly not Georgian! 

Architects may not see their potential; engineers may not 

wish to take the trouble to learn the structural design 

techniques; contractors may fear them and want higher 

prices for the untried.

Refugio County Library 

Refugio

Charles P. Donnelly 

ArchitectThe Coastal Bend has overcome these problems, because 

of a unique set of circumstances. First, perhaps, is its cli

mate: concrete was a familiar and accepted finish mater

ial, resistive to the area’s corrosive humidity. Then ar

chitects who had seen shells and what they could do and 

were willing to use this new tool; and engineers who took 

the time to learn how to design them; owners with open 

minds; and contractors who were not afraid to build 

these unusual buildings at realistic prices. These are some 

of the factors which have produced the Coastal Bend thin

shells.
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Municipal Terminal 

Corpus Christi

Donnelly & Wkitlett 

A rchUects

Methodist Holding Institute 

Laredo

Wallace B. Thomas 

Architect
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ArchitectZeb RiheMcAllenMcAllen High School

Schannen Estates 

Elementary School 

Corpus Christi

Horace fi. McCord 

Architect

■m

a

Parkway Baptist Church

Corpus Christi

John B. Oatman 

Architect
9
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Braselton Residencp 
Corpus Christi

■V.

Richard S. Colley

A rchitect

Knif'hts oj Columbus Hall 

Alice

Paid Garcia 

A rchitect

Methodist Holding Institute

Laredo

U allace H. Thomas Architect
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Growers Marketing. Association Harlingen

Taniguchi and Croft A rch itects

CMC Station 
Corpus Ckristi

Paul Epps 
A rchitect
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using prestressed concrete...

why not talk to the man who produces it?a a a
^ There's an experienced prestressed concrete manufacturer near you and he's ready to discuss 
the many applications and advantages of prestressed concrete . . . with your specific needs in 
mind.
n As a member of the Prestressed Concrete Manufacturers Association of Texas he operates 
a permanent prestressing plant . . . fully staffed . . . fully equipped. He's used to meeting the 
most rigid specifications and knows how important it is to produce your job on time.
D If you're concerned with long spans . . . fire resistance . . . fast completion and/or low cost 

, . . contact your nearest P.C.M.A. member. He'll show you how prestressed concrete is 
ing more and more design and structural needs every day.

answer-

.'IPRESTRESSED CONCRETE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS

©DALLAS, TEXAS1710 JACKSON STREET

caTexcrelc Company of OdessatL PASO .... AtUs Structural 
Concrete. Inc. 

HOUSTON . . Span, Inc.
Wolco of Houston

LUBBOCK , . . Prestressed Structures, Inc. 

LUFKIN , . . . Lufkin Concrete Company

ODESSA

SAN ANTONIO . . Wolco Corporation
AMARILLO . . Crowe-Ciulde Prestressed 

Concrete Company

AUSTIN .... Texas Quarries, Inc. Baass Brothers Concrete 
Company

Texas Concrete Company

\'ICT0R1A
DALLAS .... Span, Inc,

Texcrcte Struclurai 
Products Company

TEXAS ARCmTECT12



Kenedy Bowling Alley 

Kenedy •'rJ

•t'Jack Turner 

Architect
■I<■■M-

'■C

P-,Tropics Motel 

Rockport

David Graeber 
Architect

Casa Del Sol

Harlingen•1
'• '

Taniguchi and Croft 
Architects‘S-

Tt*^'
1 t ^Jj

i

.4/oc’s Cabinet Shop 

Corpus Christi
r~.‘m

Paul Epps 

Architect■I

- C__ ^- L-'I

*r -»
■ *.Ill

Mercedes Civic Center 

Mercedes Cameron County 

Park PavilionGene Hobart 

Architect Gayle Wilhyte 

Architect

rm tm:

”,
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Ben MU.am Elementary School 

Harlingen

Tanigucki and Croft, Architects 

Harlingen

CXJSTOM
MESRIC-A-N

OMIF’ORT

!DE3M A.Nr)S

^ Z Z O

'TP^XaB^“^efrazzp C6ntractors -A.ssooiation, Inc.
F’o I Wortti IS, Texas'-CjTarenowf"' ;-'*4iCt5-ore. yield dreotor. N.T.M.A. 18€S Tert>et i-ane
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PRESCOLITE
Accented with Black

AS STRONG AS♦
AN ANCHOR,

0 AS SECURE
AS A LOCK”

ENGINEERED ROOF TRUSS SYSTEM
These wall and ceiling
lighting fixtures may be
used singly or to create
a theme. The soft satin
finish of the glass pro*
vides a diffused glow that
Is uniquely Prescolite.
Glass cube size-4%" sq.

Write for Catalog No. G-14
THE MOST RIGID, 
ECONOMICAL AND 
VERSATILE ROOF 
CONSTRUCTION FOR 
ANY TYPE BUILDING

PRESCOLITE
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1251 Doolittle Dr., San Leandro. Calif. 
FACTORIES: San Leandro, California 
Warrington, Penna., El Dorado.

The Texas Architectural 
Foundation offers 
scholarships in 
architectural education 
and sponsors research 
in the profession.

Contributions may be 
made as memorials: 
a remembrance with 
purpose and dignity.

REDUCE BUILDING AND DESIGN COSTS

Anchor Lock’s great versatility of design 
saves time and money. There's complete 
freedom in locating partitions where 
desired without adding cost of heavy 
bearing partitions. Anchor Lock gives 
new beauty in interior design, more 
structural rigidity, and eliminates sag* 
ging and cracked ceilings.

HIGHEST TOOTH VALUE IN 
THE INDUSTRY!

Anchor Lxk trusses are Pitts
burgh Laboratories tested, 
undergo continuous testing 
loi strength and durability.

Engineered and field-tested to meet or exceed all 
codes including B.O.C.A.; Southern Building Code;

6.C.; VA and FHA No. SE-338. Central Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation (Ottawa, Canada) No. 4176, 
and lit local codes.
Thousands 
of indexed 
designs in 
technical 
tefetence 
manuals for 
architects 
and engineers.
Send for your free copy today on your letterhead.

TEXAS
ARCHITECTURAL 

FOUNDATION 
327 PERRY BROOKS BLDG, 

AUSTIN

u.

ANCHOR ENGINEERIN6
|liVUI/LOCK~|PIVISI0M

lE'lE ALIUS AS NEAI AS Till NANE 
1ISI R. 3ltk AVERSE • ROLITWOOD. aillOA 

TIH2I1 (MIAMI: 115-7I12)

Sales Representatives wanted.
Should have building materials lines 
complimentary to laminated timber.

TEXAS TIMBERS, INC.
LoGAANGE, TEXASBox 267
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Minor Seminary- 
Corpus Christi

W adcy Gibson & Martin 

Architects

Farm and Home 

Savings and Loan 

Corpus Christi

Brock and Mabrey 

Architects
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From a fountain 
of concrete shells 
...inspiring church design

I

1

From the lantern-like tower that floods the main 
altar with natural light, concrete parabolas spill 
out in widening rings. The second tier forms a 
clerestory. In the lower cluster, the arches shelter 
monastic side altars.

On the interior of this new chape! of the Bene
dictine Priory, near St. Louis, Missouri, twenty 
parabolas echo the architectural theme. They rise 
from the floor to converge at the base of the tower.

Only shell concrete, with its fluid look, could 
bring such easy grace and modern simplicity to 
this circular plan which is basically one of the most 
ancient used for churches.

The best ideas are more exciting in concrete
Architects: Hellmuth. Obata & Kassabaum, St. Louis. 
Structural Engineer: John P. Nix, St. Louis. Structural 
Consultant: Paul Weiditnger. New York. Contractor: 
McCarthy Bros. Constr. Co., St. Louis.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A netfone/ orgonizofton to imprevt and extend the use$ of concrete

/

f

I
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Welcome Aboard
The Admiral Motor Hotel

Arlington, Texas

Architect: MORRIS PARKER ASSOCIATES / Ft. Worth, Texas 
Mechanical Contractor: DRAKE COMPANY / Ft. Worth, Texas 

Plumbing Wholesaler: MORRISON SUPPLY COMPANY / Ft. Worth, Texas

Plumbing fixtures chosen from the 
Kilgore Ceramics fine china and steel 
enameled line.

Architects are invited to write for 
our complete file showing styles, sizes 
and colors.

KILGORE
CERAMICS

Kilgore, Texas

18 TEXAS AkCHlTECT



BUILD WITH STRUCTURAL CLAY TILE BY ACME BRICK COMPAHY
It is not unusual to see relatively new buildings with 
cracked or discolored interior walls — or to find evi
dence of much repair. This is, of course, a deplorable 
waste, especially when the building represents much 
investment, as in a church, school, or hospital.
Buildings suffering such damage usually were built 
with non-clay wall materials which make early and 
frequent repairs almost unavoidable. They can, how
ever, be avoided by building with Acme Structural 
Clay Tile. With Acme Clay Tile, all the strength and 
durability of genuine new burned clay are at work to 
form a wall that after many years should be struc
turally as good as new.

Acme Clay Tile walls, under normal conditions, do not 
require shrinkage control through the use of expan
sion joints and joint reinforcing. Superior bonding 
qualities assure a wall impervious to moisture, wind, 
and dust, so interior finishes are protected against 
damage. Excellent insulating qualities of Acme Clay 
Tile also provide lower air-conditioning and heating 
costs.
If you are involved in planning for a new building, ask 
your Acme Brick representative to explain the many 
valuable features of Acme Structural Clay Tile. Acme 
Clay Tile,load-bearing and non-Ioad-bearing, is readily 
available in a complete line of shapes and sizes.

ACME BUCK COMMHYI- i:l:

I
I \; I

CUT-AWAY VIEW OF A TYPICAL ACME STRUCTURAL CLAY TILE WALL

?9SEPTEMBER 7963
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Sacred Heart Catholic Church, Miami, Oklahoma 

Archifecf: Jack Mann. Miami, Oklahoma
Split Concrete Veneer 

gives excellent mteriori

for Beauty and EconomySplit Concrete Veneers • • •

The way in which split 
concrete veneers are 
made has much to do with their 

attractive appearance. Modular 
thicknesses are cast using selected 
aggregates and Trinity White 
Portland cement.

The units are split in a "guillo
tine.” The "split” or broken sur
face becomes the outer face of the 
unit and produces an interesting 
texture. Color is controlled by the 
color of the aggregate and the 
white or tinted matrix. The wide 
range of colored veneers combined 
with white or colored mortars gives 
the designer a choice of interesting 
architectural effects.

Split concrete veneers are inex
pensive to lay-up. The propor
tions of these units are such that 
they are ideal for residential and 
commercial construction, provid
ing most attractive interior and 
exterior walls.

Split concrete veneers have high 
compressive strength and low 
moisture absorption. The surface 
is permanent — does not require 
paint or other maintenance.

For information on other uses of 
Trinity White portland cements 
write: General Portland Cement 
Company, 111 West Monroe Street, 
Chicago 3, Illinois.

c? > CO2 cPORTLAND
CEMENT

(/»VI
!:.i o ^O — i/I 5

H -I ^

n — ^ ̂X ” ^ m
oCa>

o >I m
iGENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY

Chicago, Illinois • Chattanooga, Tennessee • Dallas, Texas • Fort Worth, Texas • Houston, Texas • Fredonia. 
Kansas • Fort Wayne, Indiana • Jackson, Michigan • Tamps, Florida • Miami, Florida • Los Angeles, Calif.: L


